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Abstract: Wireless sensor nodes consume lots of energy during
communication but huge power consumption has been observed
during active listening in idle mode as source nodes can start data
transmission at any time. Power saving can be achieved by
establishing synchronization among end nodes. Many rendezvous
solutions are available and out of which wake up receiver found
extremely adroit. A non volatile wake up transceiver has been
proposed in the present paper that works on the basis of ID
matching. State of art using 4GB of memory to remember states of
sensor nodes while proposed technique used only 60 bits of
memory with very less false alarm probability. Power
consumption for proposed model is only 59.47 nW. Hence this
model is quite effective in terms of power consumption and
memory usage as compared to trailing models.

Figure-1 Internal Module of Wake-up Receiver
Wake up call has been initiated based upon atoning
decision as shown in Figure 2. Present state of different nodes
is stored in non volatile memory to avoid loss of states
information in case of power failure.

Index Terms: ID matching, low power, wake-up receiver,
wireless sensor network

I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) provide new
technological elevation to many crucial applications like
security, sports, entertainment and military etc. (Said, 2015).
Most of sensor networks are battery operated and replacement
or charging the power bank in application like space is very
arduous. Energy efficiencies remain vital parameter for
wireless sensor networks (Pflaum, Weigel, and Koelpin,
2018; .Lee, 2013). Power consumption during active
communication is very huge and similarly huge power
usufruct by sensor nodes while active listening in idle state
(Pughat and Sharma, 2015). Therefore, the technique for
judicially utilizing the power source is required and among
state of arts available techniques wake-up receiver is
rendering optimal result (Popovici, Magno and Marinkovic,
2013; Hutu et al.,2014). Incessant reform in design of wakeup
receiver can create new realm for researchers. Elegant
architecture for controlling switching states of sensor nodes
can cut down usage of battery. In the present paper wake up
receiver architecture is designed using a novel ID matching
technique.
The proposed design can locate and manage switching of
sensor nodes into different states like idle, active or sleep
mode. Hash function operation will be performed on address
bits of sensor node for parameters extraction and further atone
with stored values in the memory as shown in Figure 1.
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Figure-2 Architecture of ID matching Wake-up Receivers
In this way, proposed design can be utilized as general model
in several WSN applications and further cost of receiver will
be slashed by optimized use of non volatile memory.
II. STATE OF ART
This section presents the state of art about various
techniques and aspects of low power design such as duty cycle
control, improvement in battery, Network protocol and many
aspects of Wake Up receiver (Berder and Sentieys, 2010).
A. Battery Improvement
With improvement in design and material used in battery
may result in longer life. In this context, breakthrough has
been achieved by using new discovered energy harvesting
material which is composed of many substance i.e. NiMnCoIn
(Wardlaw et al., 2013). It exhibits unique magnetic property
that it can be used as transducer which can convert
mechanical energy into magnetic field and further, into an
alternating current (ac) with the help of special pick-up coil.
Thus, generated alternating
current can be converted into
direct current and used as
supply for wireless sensor
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nodes. In this way a self powered WSNs can be designed.
Another approach towards goal was proposed as energy
efficient smart power unit by optimized use of super capacitor
or utilizing Li-Ion battery for its maximum efficiency
(Dikovic et al., 2011; Magno et al., 2012). But, such sort of
solution can extend battery life by a small margin. Hence, this
method is not the best solution.
B. Duty cycle
If the transceiver remains, in active state continuously then
it draw continuously power from batteries even when there is
no communication whereas cyclic fashion operation of
transceiver becomes another viable option to reduce power
consumption. This whole process is known as duty cycle
control (Seyed et al., 2014). Present paper is focused on the
second case and significant reduction in power usage has been
observed. In duty cycle technique, receiver turns on in
periodic fashion for short span of time (Magno and Benini,
2014). But, this solution is not the optimized solution as
further delay trade off will come into play. Delay can be
further reduced by using advanced software scheme which is
used to manage the switching of receiver in wireless
communication application (Stecklina et al., 2014). Low duty
cycle protocols (LDCPs) can be used for efficiently
implementations. LDCPs work on one time password
technology but this communication is unreliable although
energy consumption is not increasing.
C. Network protocol and topology
Routing protocol, topology control and scheduling of task
can optimize energy in the field of communication model.
Optimized Routing and Topology Optimisation Approaches
has given significant improvement based on calculation of
route path (Vodel et al., 2013). These approaches have given
optimal results in case of asynchronous communication.
New clustering routing method i.e. predictive energy
consumption efficiency (PECE) has been proposed for WSNs
(Zhang et al., 2015). This protocol works in two stages:
cluster formation and stable data transfer. In first stage,
cluster has been formed using a complex algorithm which
calculates shortest distance between nodes and their
corresponding residual stage. In the second stage i.e. data can
be transferred using PECE and bee colony optimization. High
degree of improvement can be observed in overall network
performance which reduces the energy consumption of whole
network ultimately resulting in prolonging the survival time of
the network.
SHEAR routing protocol monitor energy level of sensor
nodes and selects the cluster head based on residual energy
calculation (Shah et al., 2015).
The benefits of these protocols can be observed in term of
evenly distribution of residual energy among all the nodes in
clusters.
D. Wake up receiver
Wake up receiver is found as most promising among all
available schemes. The idea of this type of receiver based on
free space optical communication (FSO) principle (Mathew et
al., 2009; 2010). Author justifies the use of a secondary, ultra
low power wake-up channel by implementation of FSO
transmission. The FSO channel is being used for wake up of
receiver and high power radio can be used to transfer main
data packets at high data rate. A reliable communication can
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be achieved in the range of fifteen meters with power
consumption of 16.5mW (Deng et al., 2012). Author also
describe similar techniques in which laser has been used to
send ID to unknown nodes for localisation of nodes in WSNs
(Unterassinger et al., 2011).
Sensor nodes of WSN are idle during most of time but these
access point (APs) in its idle state still consume a large
percentage of power from battery (Tang et al., 2012). Hence,
Wake-Up receiver presents a promising approach for
minimizing the energy consumption in wireless
communication environments to a greater extent. Sensor node
have been turned on from sleep mode only in time of active
data communication. RF energy detection and
implementation of Wake-Up receiver result to low cost and
run with low power consumption. As per IEEE 802.15.4
standard, before transmission of data, sender activate the
RFID tag and RFID reader card has been installed at other
end, on the interrupt pin of the node. In this way, transceiver
can be migrated into deep sleep mode, during no transmission
data packet (Jurdak et al., 2008; Gamm et al., 2010).
A problem of false triggering has been encountered during
operation of Wake-Up receiver. Wake-Up receiver can be
implemented using field-programmable gate array (FPGA)
(Rosello and Riesgo, 2011; Uraiby et al. 2012).
Asynchronous mode of communication reduces many
overheads and battery usage days are increased after using of
Wake Up receiver. One problem faced by most of researcher
during design of Wake Up receiver is its volatile nature. In 5
bit ID code for nodes, memory requirement is 4GB (Vodel et
al., 2012). States of different nodes can be stored and hence
recently found solution has estimated power consumption of
wake up receiver as 28.2 μW (Shuangming et al., 2016). Low
cost RF energy harvesting WSNs and developed model
achieve a range of 16m with +13 dB transmitting power at
data rate of 33.33kbps (Kaushik et al., 2016).
Verilog coding has been used for designing of transmitter
and receiver (Divyabharti et al., 2013). In the same way, by
using Verilog coding advance Wake Up receiver can also be
designed for low power consumption.

III. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS OF PROPOSED
DESIGN
The proposed design consists of two phases. In the first
phase, network has been set up and address has been assigned
to all nodes. Nodes are grouped into clusters based on
parameter extraction. In second phase, power curb
mechanism will be discussed
A. Emplacement of wireless sensor networks
In proposed architecture, membership function value can
be evaluated after performing hashing on nodes ID and
further cluster number can be calculated.
These calculated values must be updated in memory as
unique identification in respect to node ID as explained below
Sensor node ID is unique sequence of binary numbers and can
be delineate as

Where
(1)
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Member function can be calculated with multiple hashing of
nodes ID. Hash function H [i] can be delineate as

Figure-3 Model for Wake-up receiver
Designed model is simulated with below mentioned
parameters
n ( Sensor node ID length) = 16 bits
k ( Number of hash function) = 4
m ( Memory bits used) = 60 bits
Figure 4 depicts the transceiver model in simulink. It
acts as 16 bits transmitter for designed system. These 16 bits
of sensor node ID are transmitting through AWGN channel
after modulation at transmitter end. At the receiver’s end
these codes are demodulated and decoded as shown in Figure
4. Received code acts as input for wake up receiver.

Where
(2)
In proposed architecture k number of distinct hash function
are used
f(X[i] ≠ f(X[j])
Where
(3)
Hence obtained value act as membership values and used to
calculate cluster number for same sensor node.
Where k  I Cluster No.  [0, 1, 2, - - - - - -, km], I (4)
Total number of cluster are equal to k.m. Obtained values
must also be updated in m bit memory. Present status of
sensor nodes can be remembered with the aid of a non volatile
memory in case of power failure or switch off mode.
B. Power curb Mechanism
Once the network has been established and all nodes have
been added successfully in the respective clusters.
This phase describes how power can be saved with the help
of implemented algorithm.
String of binary number has been transmitted. These
transmitted bits acts as sensor node ID and hashed k- times
similarly as done previously in emplacement phase.
Where
(5)
Hence, in this way membership values have been
calculated and reconciliation from non volatile memory will
be carried out.
Where
(6)
If all values match, resulting to true alarm signal for
transmitted sensor node ID which means request accepted and
thus therein main communications can be started further. But
if values mismatch, means access denied and sensor nodes
will remain in deep sleep mode. In this way, false input can
easily be detected.

Figure-4 Transceiver simulink model
Output waveform as expected can be seen in figure 5 for three
different casees.

Figure 5 Output Waveform of Wake-up receiver at three
different times

Parallel processing has been used for further optimization,
as 1st mismatch of membership value detected, stop further
calculation and false input has been reported for further
action. Hence in this way, in both cases wake up receiver
saves power and battery usage.
IV. DESIGNS AND SIMULATION RESULT
Wake up receiver has been implemented and simulated using
verilog. Figure 3 depicts the simulink model for wake-up
receiver designed using Xilinx block set tool. Interfacing of
Xilinx has been established with MATLAB with help of
system generator.
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1. Waveform for new sensor node added into network
Emplacement phase.
2. Sensor node accurately detected and instructed to start
active communication with the help of main
transceiver.
3. It shows waveform for power curb phase when called
node does not exist in established network. All the
output pins are at low voltage level. It shows the
false input has been detected.
Hence in this way, lots of power can be saved and
ultimately enhancement in battery life to a large extend.
There is trade off between BER and SNR. BER vs Eb/No
have been plotted for proposed model and compared to
theoretical graph for given dimensions in Figure 6. Proposed
graph converge to zero
early.
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